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Experience the power of Hatha Yoga as a tool for spiritual transformation. Providing symbolic and mythological context for each asana, the
Hidden Language method encourages you to take Hatha beyond the physical. Explore twenty-two asanas through symbol and metaphor.
Spiritualize your Hatha practice.
This book provides a deeper insight into the Original Yoga system of India as per tradition and the true insights with regards to the Eight
Limbs of Yoga, especially with regards to Asana (Posture), Dhyana (Meditation), Pranayama (Breathing Techniques) as also the Chakras
and their relationship with the mind and states of consciousness. It shows how Yoga was originally an Integral system, not one merely
reduced to classroom instruction. You will also find information regarding the deeper aspects of karma and how it can impact us on several
levels beyond the individual level In addition, this book examines Yoga from the viewpoint of India's oldest texts, the Vedas, such as the Rig
Veda and has a special section devoted to examples of the Vedic Yoga hymns that are largely ignored. Learn the levels of the mind and
gunas in Yoga.
Grow, Mature & Anchor with Yoga, as the name suggests, is a book which would induct every family member into yoga. The book facilitates
an easy understanding on how to introduce children to yoga, the importance of yoga during the difficult teens, why yoga is a lifestyle boon,
benefits of yoga in sports, yoga practices that are beneficial for women during the different phases of life and how yoga can become an
anchor even at the age that the sun sets on life. The book also features the techniques of the different yoga tools for practice. The step-bystep instructions of the loosening practices, asanas, pranayama, shuddhi kriyas, mudras, bandhas and surya namaskar, makes the book a
one-point reference to for anyone who wants to practice yoga. The eye-catching illustrations of the yoga poses and the readymade yoga
modules will prompt the readers to start a regular yoga practice.
The Dark Side of Dharma explores some of the possible undesirable side effects - also known as 'adverse effects' - of meditation and
mindfulness. Researcher Anna Lutkajtis investigates why these effects, which are well-known in spiritual and religious traditions, have been
ignored in contemporary secular contexts, such as Western psychology.Lutkajtis' research reveals that while meditation is commonly
portrayed as a practice that is overwhelmingly positive, a growing number of research studies and anecdotal reports suggest that meditation
can also have negative effects. Some meditators believe that these adverse effects are a normal part of the contemplative path and a
welcome sign of progress. For others, such effects are completely unexpected and can be psychologically harmful.In religious traditions like
Buddhism, difficulties associated with meditation are acknowledged and are usually viewed as milestones on the path to enlightenment or the
result of an unbalanced practice. In such traditional contexts, meditation teachers are equipped to deal with adverse effects if and when they
arise. However, in the modern West, meditation adverse effects have been overlooked, under- researched, and generally
misunderstood.Given the current popularity of meditation, Lutkajtis argues that it is important to understand why meditation adverse effects
have been ignored in contemporary secular settings.
Our chakras—the seven energy centers located from the base of the spine to the crown of the head—govern every aspect of our health and
consciousness. Resting in the lower chakra is the primordial life force of kundalini. With Chakra Meditation, Layne Redmond presents a
complete program for awakening kundalini and bringing its cleansing, revitalizing energy up through all seven of your chakras. Combining five
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traditional yogic techniques—visualization, breathing, postures, sacred sounds, and meditation—Redmond provides a safe and effective
system to tune each chakra and open you to inner sources of inspiration and personal power. This book-and-CD training program includes:
Eight full-color chakra yantra (sacred geometry) illustrations to help focus your healing meditations The “Breath of Fire” practice to cleanse
the respiratory system Yogic gazing techniques to sharpen concentration, release anger, and rejuvenate the eyes Nadi shodhana (alternate
nostril) breathing to purify the energy channels in the body A full 30-minute chakra purification practice to enhance physical health, emotional
balance, and spiritual growth
With practical and detailed instruction, tips, and tools, this book provides information on how to teach yoga with strategies for working with
students of varying abilities. It helps develop the attributes of registered instructors who facilitate students' learning and awareness in the
practice of yoga.
Is there a divine reason the word "Avatar" emerged at the forefront of popular culture? Discover the original Avatars and learn how their
ancient wisdom can change the way you view the world. Spiritual Teachings of the Avatar speaks to anyone concerned with the sustainability
of Mother Earth, the role of elders in our society, the seemingly unconsciousness of science and corporations, and the subtleties of unseen
realities, resulting in spiritual growth, a deeper relationship with nature, and a better world for all. An avatar is a manifestation of the Supreme
Being—usually in human form—that descends from the transcendental realm to Earth to heal the planet and restore peace and harmony by
eliminating the harmful souls that prey on Mother Earth. In Spiritual Teachings of the Avatar, Vedic expert and teacher Jeffrey Armstrong
explains the ancient Indian wisdoms embodied in the word “avatar,” and that behind the notion of avatar is a view that sees the sacredness
of all life and the soul of all beings as eternal—meant for freedom and made of divine essence.

Text Book
The Yoga Book explains the true meaning of Yoga, and demonstrates the practices and postures of Ashtanga Yoga which will
enable you to achieve mastery over the mind and body which will eventually lead to Self Realization. Through the practice of yoga
we can directly bring stillness to the restless mind and body, giving a true, lasting happiness, from inner peace and contentment.
This is a book that will help you learn more about the sprituak dimension of Yoga, as well as its practical instruction.
This book is a study of contemporary spirituality as it is practiced in the world today, characterized by its secular and inclusive
nature, and applied to art and art education. It identifies the issues facing a formal introduction of contemporary spiritual concepts
into a secular and multicultural arts educational environment. Lander begins by separating the notion of "the spiritual" from the
study of organized religions. She uses examples of art from different cultures in contemporary spiritual systems, making the study
a reference book for contemporary spirituality and spirituality in art education, with usable definitions and practical examples
suitable for scholars in art and visual studies, art education, and contemporary spirituality.
Complementary and Alternative Medicine and Psychiatry will start psychiatrists and other mental health professionals on the
journey toward a more complete understanding of the most common CAM treatments in use today. The alternative therapies
discussed in this book pre-date our own conventional treatments by hundreds and even thousands of years. These therapies have
been "conventional" medicine for hundred of millions of people who have used them throughout the centuries, and people continue
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to use them today. One of the few texts that provides an academic and practical review of complementary and alternative
medicine, the book is written from the perspective of clinicians who practice in both traditional and alternative medicine. The book
covers the major areas in CAM, including herbal medicine and nutrients, acupuncture, meditative therapies, and yoga. It provides
the most important and up-to-date scientific data along with controversies that exist in the field. With all of the chapters extensively
referenced, the book will serve as a tremendous resource for those interested in exploring these areas in greater depth. As
evidenced by the statistics, patients today are taking increasingly active roles in managing their health care. They are using CAM
therapies in the medical setting along with or in place of conventional treatment. They are using them for promoting wellness; for
chronic conditions which they feel do not respond well to conventional approaches; and for more serious illnesses, as evidenced
by the large number of inquiries being sent to the National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine at the National
Institutes of Health. Complementary and Alternative Medicine and Psychiatry contains a thorough review of problems that may be
encountered by the physicians treating these patients, and it also serves as a guide in advising patients who are seeking out CAM
therapies. This book will appeal to a wide audience of professionals including psychiatrists, psychologists, social workers,
nonpsychiatric physicians, and residents by providing a guide for treatment with nutrients and botanical preparations and the
foundation for the use of meditation, acupuncture and yoga along with traditional psychiatric treatment.
A yoga guide for fitness professionals and instructors outlining the different stages to yoga practice, acknowledging the
physiological principles, history and how to teach it.
"Asanas, Mudras and Bandhas - Awakening Ecstatic Kundalini" provides a practical approach for incorporating yoga postures and
specialized inner physical maneuvers into a compact daily routine of practices that includes spinal breathing pranayama and deep
meditation. Kundalini awakening is covered with clarity, including a discussion of symptoms and specific methods for self-pacing
and regulating the inner energies to provide for progressive and safe unfoldment of abiding inner silence, ecstatic bliss and
outpouring divine love - the essential characteristics of rising enlightenment. Yogani is the author of ground-breaking books on
highly effective spiritual practices, including: Advanced Yoga Practices – Easy Lessons for Ecstatic Living (two comprehensive
user-friendly textbooks), and The Secrets of Wilder, a powerful spiritual novel. The "AYP Enlightenment Series" makes these
profound practices available for the first time in a series of concise instruction books. "Asanas, Mudras and Bandhas" is the fourth
book in the series. The third in the series is "Tantra - Discovering the Power of Pre-Orgasmic Sex." The second is "Spinal
Breathing Pranayama - Journey to Inner Space." The first is "Deep Meditation - Pathway to Personal Freedom."
The practice of Tantra Yoga is considered to be the highest and most rapid path to enlightenment. Master teacher Mukunda Stiles
offers 18 lessons in Tantra Yoga, a practice of transformational self-healing in which we can deepen awareness of our bodies,
their energy forces, and the connections to the natural world around you and those you love. While many movements today
describe tantra as a sexual practice promising longer and better orgasms, increased stamina, and ecstasy, the real Tantra aims to
awaken Kundalini, the dormant potential force in the human personality. The Tantra tradition includes a vast range of practical
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teachings leading to the expansion of human consciousness and the liberation of primal energy. By heightening their awareness to
this connective energy, readers will learn to embrace and develop a higher level of intimacy, the heart of tantra. Stiles explains this
intimate and life-changing practice with grace, structure, and clarity--an easy-to-follow Tantra Yoga workshop in book form. Tantra
Yoga Secrets will empower readers to overcome emotions, gain new knowledge, and live a more fulfilling spiritual lifestyle.
The Yoga Book is a core text - it explains the true meaning of Yoga, and demonstrates the practices and postures of Ashtanga Yoga that will
enable the reader to achieve mastery over the mind and body and can eventually lead to Self-Realization. Through the practice of Yoga we
can directly bring stillness to the restless mind and body, giving a true, lasting happiness, from inner peace and contentment. Stephen
Sturgess has based his comprehensive book on the classical teachings of Patanjali, who over 1500 years ago distilled elements of earlier
forms of yoga into a system of study and practice. It is an authoritative, inspirational and practical guide to the benefits and fulfilment that can
be attained by the dedicated practice of Yoga. Contents Acknowledgements, Dedication, Preface, What is Yoga? Foreword by Sri
Kriyananda, 1. The Subtle Bodies and the Chakras, The Physical Body, The Astral Body, The Causal Body, The Soul, The Chakras: Your
Inner Universe, Locating the Chakras, 2. Yama, Ashtanga Yoga: The Eight Limbs of Yoga, The Relationship between yama and niyama, The
Principles and Practice of Yama, Ahimsa: Non-violence, Non-injury, Non-harming, Satya: Non-lying, Truthfulness, Asteya: Non-stealing,
Brahmacharya: Non-sensuality, Aparigraha: Non-attachment, Non-greed, 3. Niyama, Saucha: Cleanliness, Purity, Santosha: Contentment,
Tapas: Austerity, Svadhaya: Self-study, Isvarapranidhana: Surrender to God, 4. Asana, What is Hatha Yoga?, Purification, Fasting for
Purification, The Yogic Diet, Bandhas, Mudras, 5. Pranayama, Prana, the Vital Energy of the Universe, The Five Life-Forces of the Body,
Guidelines for the Practice of Pranayama, Swara Yoga, Four Different Methods, of Breathing, Hand Mudras for controlling the breath,
Pranayama Techniques, Pranic Healing, 6. Pratyahara, The Senses, The Practice of Pratyahara, 7. Dharana, Achieving Dharana,
Interiorizing and Concentrating the Mind, Other Techniques that Help Concentration, 8. Dhyana, Why We Need to Meditate, The Practice of
Meditation, Kriya yoga: An Advanced Spiritual Accelerator, 9. Samadhi, The Difference Between Meditation (Dhyana) and Samadhi, The
Stages of Samadhi, Further Reading, Useful Addresses, Other Resources, Glossary, Index.
This volume represents a selection of papers that were presented at the Yoga & Psyche Conference: The Future of Psychology, held in San
Francisco, USA, in April 2014. This was the first academic conference in the Western world focused on the integration of Western psychology
and yoga, and attracted an international presence from over 15 countries. With the increasingly widespread permeation of Eastern philosophy
into Western society and the spread of Western values around the world, the time was ripe for a deeper investigation into the intersection of
these subjects. This collection of articles serves as a foundational text for an emerging field. This inquiry begins to integrate the vast context
of yoga – which includes ethics, the study of canonical texts, self-inquiry, breath management, physical postures and meditation – with
Western psychological theory and clinical practice, including the breakthroughs in somatic psychology and trauma research, and insights
from neuroscience. This book will appeal to psychologists, yoga teachers and practitioners, neuroscientists and researchers, sociologists,
scholars of comparative religion and Indic studies, physicians and health practitioners interested in complementary medicine, and those
interested in joining the conversation of a new field of investigation that integrates the perennial wisdom of yoga with the practice of modern
Western psychology.
"Arjun grew up in a simple family. He had two big brothers. Since childhood he’d had a helping nature. One day, he was playing football near
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his rented house with his friend. He was around 7 to 8 years old at that time. Suddenly, the ball rolled towards the pond; the pond was full of
floating grass and he saw something moving. He found out that it was a child around 5 years old, struggling for her life. He knelt on the
ground and held the arm of the girl. He put all his efforts to save her life. He didn’t have any idea about what he was doing as he could barely
swim at that time. His father left him when he was 14 years old and it was very hard for his mother to accept that her husband had suddenly
passed away. His mother and father didn't have a government or a private job. His mother went through some health issues after her
husband passed away. His mother found it very difficult to let all of her sons study. He and his two brothers were very close in age, therefore
he could not get any financial support or advice for his career. He started working in the field, helping his mother as well. He went to school
when he got time. Through the grace of god he was able to study further. He did a part time job both in and outside the university and was
able to finance his studies. Finally, in 2009, he completed his Masters of Science in Yoga from Swami Vivekananda Yoga Anusandhana
Samsthana, Bangalore, India."
Just as a fate of our planet is bound by the behavior of mankind, our own fate is bound by our attitude. Today, man is conscious that he holds
the key to this well-being and that this key may be obtained through diligent practice of yoga. This book will appeal to teachers, beginners and
experienced students who wish to mindfully live their yoga sessions in order to retain maximum benefits.
This volume offers a number of images of contemporary India where glocalization is undoubtedly present. The twelve chapters included here
provide different perspectives on the relationship between the corporeal and the spiritual, highlighting the union of both soul and body, which
has been present from the very beginning of the Indian civilization. This volume offers clues to understand the differences and similarities that
characterise the East-West encounter through artistic representations in the era of globalisation. It also enhances the importance of reinscribing the fusion of the spiritual and the corporeal into the academic research agenda. In Western theory, the body has been arguably
dismembered and separated from the spiritual. As such, this text opens up a range of possibilities to tackle and debunk the dualism of both
the corporeal and the spiritual suggesting a rupture of the “logic” of binary thinking. The contributors specifically focus on Indian culture and
analyse how we can empirically and theoretically reconcile mind and body in order to promote active and reciprocal exchanges among
educators, students, researchers, social activists, and those professionally and spiritually engaged with Indian studies.
Surya Namaskar is a magical name in Indian history and now becoming popular all over the world, it has become a global household name.
Surya Namaskar has many references in the Vedas and Puranas. Since that time this yoga has been practiced by many people all over the
world. To begin one’s day with the Surya Namaskar is very beneficial as it connects the individual with the cosmos. Out of so many people
interested in yoga and spirituality some persons have taken Suryanamaskar as their life style. One such person is Krzysztof Stec from Poland
who loves this practice. I remember that as soon as he arrived at Vishwatmak Jangli Maharaj Ashram almost 10 years ago he was talking
about and encouraging everyone to start practicing Suryanamaskar. He has been practicing it every day for many years, and in a little more
than two hours he performs in excess of 1008 rounds of Suryanamaskar. Such feat is astonishing and worth praising. He has built
tremendous stamina and extraordinary endurance over the years with such regular and disciplined practice. The medical practitioners in the
nearby town of Kopargaon have examined him and came to conclusion that he has the physiological parameters of 25 year old youngster (as
of today he is running 59 years old). Only two years ago he completed a demanding two years’ master degree program at the department of
physical education at one of the primary universities of India, at Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi. There he had to compete and work-out
with colleagues who were one third his age! Last year when he undertook 42 days’ complete fast for the Gurupurnima (anusthan), he began
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without water (or any food) and continued for full 23 days and later, to complete the fast, he drank only water. In spite of such severe tapasya
(discipline and austerity), when most other people usually stay in bed and barely move or to help themselves get several I.V., he was so
energetic and full of vitality that he was swimming daily the distance of 5 to 8 kilometers.
Once you have learned the basics of yoga, where do you go? This book has been written for teachers and serious practitioners who want to
use yoga to bring complete balance to the body. Stiles provides a comprehensive overview of the spiritual philosophy of yoga and its many
branches, and discusses everything that a beginning student needs to consider when choosing a practice, including how to find a yoga
teacher. Then he shares his solid understanding of anatomy and kinesiology (how specific muscles and bones react during movement) so
that you can understand how each asana affects your body.
Deepen your practice by learning the inner meaning of the asanas you practice, the slow, controlled breathing necessary for effective
meditation, the power of sound in focusing the mind, how to improve your concentration, and how to connect every aspect of your practice to
the Divine Source. Let Inner Yoga take you on a journey of self-discovery, exploring through yoga, the rich layers of consciousness in a
warm, intimate, empowering journey inward.
For several thousand years, yogis have drawn on the powerful practice of pranayama, a technique of controlling the breath to maximize
prana or life energy. Pranayama has been practiced to rejuvenate the body and as a means of self-study and self-transformation. While most
yoga practitioners today focus on asanas, or body postures, a growing number of people are learning the complementary practice of
pranayama to deepen and enrich their practice. The Yoga of Breath is a guide to learning the fundamentals of pranayama and incorporating
them into an existing yoga practice. Rosen's approach is easy to follow with step-by-step descriptions of breath and body awareness
exercises accompanied by clear illustrations. The book also covers the history and philosophy of pranayama, offers useful practice tips, and
teaches readers how to use props to enhance the exercises.
One of the greatest contributions of Ayurveda to true health is the understanding of individual constitution-what balances one person
unbalances another. By marrying the sister sciences of yoga and Ayurveda, Mukunda steers away from an increasing tendency to
'medicalize' yoga therapy. Instead of offering prescriptive recommendations for specific medical diagnoses, he presents sequences of
Vinyasa and pranayama suited to the various Ayurvedic body types. Yoga therapists and practitioners using this book can access a deeper
level of preventative self -care, flowing in harmony with the seasons and attuning to the rhythm and balance of each individual. Enlivened by
stories and wisdom teachings, "Ayurvedic Yoga Therapy" provides food for body, soul and spirit, guiding practitioners towards fulfillment of
their highest potential well being.
This book is second part of the Kundalini science series. It is the compiled form of blog-posts. Those posts are written by Premyogi vajra, a
mystic yogi. He is enlightened as well as he has his kundalini awakened. These all posts are related to kundalini. One post corresponds to
one chapter. Premyogi vajra is writing about Kundalini since 3 years ago, when his kundalini awakened after one year long continued
kundalini yoga meditation. He became amazed on seeing that nowhere Kundalini had been mentioned or described completely. Even
Kundalini had not been defined properly. He searched and read many kundalini awakening experiences, but he found none as genuine and
complete. Although he found Samadhi as mentioned in Patanjali Yoga Sutras as equivalent to Kundalini, but that was described in a mystic
and ancient way that was difficult to be understood by the laymen type general public. Therefore inspired by these shortcomings, he decided
to present every know-how about kundalini in very simple or childish way keeping everything at ground level, true, experiential, scientific,
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original, practical and intuitive. That genuine, honest and humane effort resulted into the origination of this wonderful book. That is why this
book appears as a blessing for kundalini seekers. Because it is not comfortable to read so many blog posts together on glare producing
screens, therefore those posts were presented in the form of a kindle e-book that is comfortable and enjoying to read. As a result, it is fully
hoped that readers will find this book spiritually uplifting and comfortable to read.
A fresh look at Yoga philosophy.
This book is essential to initiate you into the path of self discovery and to deepen your inner experience and knowledge whether you are a
novice or experienced yoga practitioner.
Millions of people practice some form of yoga, but they often do so without a clear understanding of its history, traditions, and purposes. This
comprehensive bibliography, designed to assist researchers, practitioners, and general readers in navigating the extensive yoga literature,
lists and comments upon English–language yoga texts published since 1981. It includes entries for more than 2,400 scholarly as well as
popular works, manuals, original Sanskrit source text translations, conference proceedings, doctoral dissertations, and master’s theses.
Entries are arranged alphabetically by author for easy access, while thorough author, title, and subject indexes will help readers find books of
interest.
Certains pouvaient croire avant de lire ce livre, qu'ils n'avaient plus rien à apprendre sur le hatha yoga, la forme de yoga la plus répandue en
Occident. Comme science des postures et des pratiques de purification interne, elle va bien au-delà des exercices couramment enseignés
dans les salles. On n'ignore plus qu'elle vise à un réglage de la double énergie physique et mentale qui nous habite. D'où son efficacité antistress. Mais son potentiel ne se borne pas à ces précieux effets. . Bien des versets du fameux ouvrage sanscrit demeuraient obscurs.
Nombre d'exégètes ne savaient comment les expliciter ou plutôt s'ils étaient informés, refusaient de faire la lumière. Et pour cause : quand la
conscience est longuement, systématiquement entraînée à descendre et à se maintenir dans chaque fibre et repli de la personne, c'est tous
les préjugés et les normes de la vie quotidienne qui sont bousculés. La science nous forme à ouvrir les yeux sans peur sur nos capacités. Le
biofeedback par exemple nous laisse entrevoir une heureuse maîtrise de nos réactions biologiques. En expert de haut niveau, averti des
réalités de notre temps Swami Satyananda prend à bras le corps le texte traditionnel et balise des chemins où une humanité évoluée jugera
peut-être utile de s'engager. Ainsi commenté, le texte célèbre éclairé par de nombreuses descriptions d'exercices et les conseils d'un maître,
devient un manuel de travail exceptionnel. Il enrichira la pratique de tous ceux que le voua passionne.
This guide to Sanskrit metrics and figures of speech can be used as a workbook for learning how to chant verses. It includes fully-worked
examples of the most popular types of verse. The book has six sections: 1. "Poetic elements in Sanskrit literature" explains the extensive use
of verse in Indian texts. 2. "Introduction to Metrics" gives a clear overview of Sanskrit prosody. 3. "A Treasury of Common Meters" includes
fully-worked examples of verses drawn from many sources. 4. "Figures of Speech" explains similes, metaphors, and other poetic uses of
language. 5. "Figures of Sound" explains techniques that affect sound, such as rhyme and alliteration. 6. A metrical analysis of the
Hathapradipika, the best-known work on Hatha Yoga, is included. An Introduction to the Hathapradipika by Anthony Biduck summarizes key
spiritual and philosophical ideas of Hatha Yoga. Includes a Foreword by Consulting Editor Ram Karan Sharma, References, Bibliography,
Glossary, Index, and Appendices.
This affordable, definitive edition of the Hatha Yoga Pradipika contains the original Sanskrit, a new English translation, and full-page
photographs of all the asanas. The first edition of this classic to meet high academic, literary, and production standards, it's for people who
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practice Yoga or have an interest in health and fitness, philosophy, religion, spirituality, mysticism, or meditation.
Hatha Yoga PradipikaHatha Yoga PradipikaEnergyThe Spark of Life & Universal Goddess, a Book About Yoga and Personal Growth for Men
and WomenTrafford Publishing
The origin of world civilization can be traced to the Sindhu and Sarasvati river valleys (located in present-day Pakistan) as early as 8,000 BC.
Here, innovation and originality in every aspect of human endeavor, from mathematics and science to art and sports, flourished. Yet the
importance of this civilization, known as the Vedic period, has been deliberately downplayed. Thoroughly researched and including an
extensive bibliography, "From Bharata to India" rectifies this mistake in the perspective of world history and seeks to offer a comprehensive
reference source. Author M. K. Agarwal shows how this early culture, where ideation by enlightened philosopher Brahmin kings, brought
material and spiritual wealth that was to remain unchallenged until the colonial era. This Vedic-Hindu-Buddhist legacy subsequently
influenced peoples and paradigms around the globe, ushering in an era of peace and plenty thousands of years before the Europeans. By
using original sources in Sanskirt as well as regional literature, Agarwal compares corresponding situations in other civilizations within the
context of their own literary traditions and records to prove that Bharata forms the basis of world civilization. This is in direct contrast to the
"Greek or Arab miracle" hypothesis put forth by numerous scholars. The first of two volumes in this series, "From Bharata to India" offers a
fascinating, in-depth glimpse into ancient India's contribution to the modern world.
A photographic guide presents more than 200 Indian hand gestures used in yoga and dance, in a fully indexed and cross-referenced format,
giving both the Sanskrit and English name for each.
The Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature, originally published in 2005, is a landmark work in the burgeoning field of religion and nature. It
covers a vast and interdisciplinary range of material, from thinkers to religious traditions and beyond, with clarity and style. Widely praised by
reviewers and the recipient of two reference work awards since its publication (see www.religionandnature.com/ern), this new, more
affordable version is a must-have book for anyone interested in the manifold and fascinating links between religion and nature, in all their
many senses.
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